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Numerous scholars fail to pass the UPSC examination process similar to prelims, 
mains, and interviews because of lacking a broadened knowledge of the public 
and transnational worlds. So, every examinee should emphasize reading current 
affairs magazines regularly. They should Gain knowledge of the different aspects 
of the Global world by reading current affairs magazines. So, Accumulate 
the best current affairs magazine for the UPSC exam and study them well for 
the UPSC examination preparation. 
 Plutus Academy Monthly Magazine Download Version Buy Now
 Current Affairs By Plutus IAS  Buy Now

Best Current Affairs Magazine for UPSC 
Current Affairs magazine has covered a multi-dimensional approach along with 
the Previous years’ questions asked by the UPSC exam. Every aspirant ought to 
memorize daily current affairs on an ordinary foundation to study politics, 
economics, society, the environment, and plenty of different components of the 
worldwide global associated with the UPSC examination. 
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PLUTUS IAS BEST CURRENT AFFAIRS MAGAZINE HELPS 
TO COMPLETE FOR UPSC SYLLABUS 
 It facilitates to cowl the syllabus of any competitive examination, particularly 

the UPSC exam syllabus. The aspirants can learn the important subject of the 
nation like the History of India, Economic and social development of India, 
the political activities of India, Indian Geography, science, and technology, 
Environmental Ecology, and other aspects. 

 Through reading current affairs magazines the aspirants can gather the skills 
of different dimensions like communication skills, Interpersonal skills, 
analytical skills, problem-solving skills, decision-making skills, general 
mental abilities, etc. The aspirant also learns how to solve logical reasoning. 
They can reserve the maximum vocabulary also by reading and memorizing 
the latest current affairs. It helps to develop the writing skills of UPSC 
aspirants. They can easily write Short Essays, comprehension, and Precis 
essays. 

 
CURRENT AFFAIRS MAGAZINES HELP TO COVER NATIONAL 
NEWS FOR THE UPSC EXAM   
 Current Affairs Magazines reflect several schemes of the Central government 

and the state Government. The aspirant also learns about the Judiciary 
system like the Supreme court of India, Several High courts of India, About 
the honorable Prime Minister of India, the President of India, and Indian law 
and order by reading daily current affairs. The aspirants can familiar with the 
Indian Diversification of India. 

 They can acquire knowledge of food habits, culture, language, Social 
activities, people, and other aspects of different states by reading 
about current affairs. They can gather knowledge about national and 
International Sports such as the history of national and International sports, 
different types of Sports in India like Cricket, Football, Hockey, and other 
games from current affairs. 

 By reading daily current affairs, the aspirants gain knowledge about Indian 
Heritage and Culture, History, and Geography of the World and Society, 
Ethics, Integrity, and Aptitude in detail. They become experts in optional 
subjects of the UPSC like Sociology optional, Anthropology, PSIR, History 
optional, Geography optional, Public Administration Optional, and 
mathematics Optional. 
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CURRENT AFFAIRS MAGAZINES HELP TO COVER THE 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
The aspirants can learn the important subject of the Globe like Global History, 
World Economic and social development, the political activities of the Globe, 
World Geography, science, and technology of the world, Environmental status of 
the world, and other aspects of current affairs. They can get the latest 
information on the relationship between India and other countries. 

Conclusion 
So, there are several benefits of reading current affairs magazines. Every UPSC 
aspirant should read the latest daily current affairs magazine for their UPSC 
examination. Read daily, weekly, and monthly Current affairs for your IAS exam 
Preparation. So, Collect the best current affairs magazines from Plutus IAS for 
the UPSC examination and read them carefully. 
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